We consider the motion of a particle in a weak mean zero random force field F, which depends on the position, x(t), and the velocity, v(t) = 2(0.
Introduction
For simplicity we do not discuss the general situation in this section, but restrict ourselves to force fields which depend on position only.
Let F(x),x~g~ a, be a random vector field, a random force field, which is stationary and has mean zero. Let x(t) be the coordinate of a particle of unit mass moving through this force field. The equation of motion is
Y = F(x).
(1.1) with given initial position and velocity. Suppose that the force is weak and weakly correlated for points that are far apart. Then one expects that after a long time the velocity 2 will behave like a diffusion Markov process and the position x like the integral of this diffusion process.
To be more specific, suppose that the root mean square of the force field F is proportional to e so that we may replace (1.1) by 2 = ~F(x) (1.2) in which F(x) is of order one. Rescaling of time t into t/e 2 and putting 2(tie 2) = v~(t), x(t/e 2) = x~(t) leads from (1.1) to the system. (1.3) dt g
dx~(t) 1 dt --~2 v~(t) dye(t) _ 1 F(x~(t) )
It is proved in the following sections that under suitable conditions on F, v ~ converges weakly as e-+ 0 to a diflhsion Markov process v(t) whose generator is given t explicitly. Moreover, g2x~(t) converges weakly to ~ v(s)ds + x, where x = lim e2x~(0), 0 as e-~ 0. The Eq. (1.2) describes for instance the motion of a charged particle in an electromagnetic field, and several authors have obtained formulas for the limit process by perturbation methods or similar procedures [1 5] . We now give such a formal derivation of the relevant results for (1.3). We note that the method used in [6] for the much simpler problem than (1.3) dx~(t) 1 
dt a2 v +-F(x~(t))'e
does not work well in the present situation.
Letf(v) be a bounded and smooth function on R d and let u~(t, x, v) =f(v~(t ;x, v)) where x~(t;x, v), v~(t;x, v)
is the solution of (1. One may write formally Z(x, v) = 5 F(x + vt)dt but of course this expression does 0 not make sense. We retain it anyway with the understanding that some conver-
gencefact°rhasbeenintr°duced(like~e-~tF(x+vt)dt) " o
Now we use this in (1.7) and demand as usual that the expectation of (1.10) where ~ is given by = 2 j (v) (1.11)
with
Ajk(V ) = ~ E{Fj(X)Fk(X + vt) }dr.
(1.12) The problem then is to show that v~(t) converges weakly to the diffusion generated by S of (1.11) under some suitable hypotheses. The theorem of the next section gives such Conditions for convergence. It is discussed further there. Some specific examples are given in Sect. 4 . It is of interest to point out some special cases of (t.11) and (1.12) here. Let
gjk(X ) = E{Fj(x + Y)Fk(Y)
}, j, k = 1, 2, ... ,d, (1.13) be the covariance of the force field F. It is assumed that it decays rapidly with x; in fact much stronger asymptotic independence assumptions are introduced in the next section. Let us assume also that the symmetry condition
Rjk(X) = Rjk ( --x)
(1.14)
holds. Then (1.12) may be written in the form
Ajk(V ) = ajk(V ) =-~ Rjk(Vt)dt.
(1.15)
If we introduce the power spectral density Rjk(t), then 
Rjk(X) = ~ eU'XRjk(t)dt,
(
Statement of Theorem
Throughout (f2, ~, ~) denotes our basic probability space. On this space F(x, v, co): 
The integrals in (2.3) and (2.4) can be shown to be absolutely convergent on the set {v @ 0} and to be bounded as ]vl ~ Go by means of (III) and (IV) (use Theorem 17.23 of [7] or Lemma 20.1 of [8] ).
Assume that aij(v ) is strictly positive definite on {v 4; 0} and that aij (') and bi(" ) are C °° functions on {v 4; 0}. For a n y f E C2(~ e) define 1 02 0f
Let V~ be a diffusion with g e n e r a t o r f and starting-point v o 4; 0 (see Remark 1 below). Assume finally that for each v o 4; 0 and T < oo lim PV° l I V~ l < l for some t < T } = O. :(0) = v o @ 0, y~(0) = Yo" (2.7)
These solutions exist and are unique with probability one by the argument in step (ii) of [6] . Denote by Q~ the probability measure on C = C( [0, Qo); ~a) induced by {v~(t)}t>__o . Remark 1. The diffusion V t on Ra\{0} can be constructed by "patching together" local diffusions. The local diffusions can be obtained as solutions of suitable Ito equations (see [9] , Ch. 4.3) or by semigroup theory (see [10] ). It is also possible to define the diffusion V~ ") which has generator LP on and is killed at time z, = inf{t : v{n)~c,}. For m > n, l:~ m) up until time z is equivalent to V{ ") ( [11] , Corollary in Chap. 5.24), and V t can be viewed as a limit of the v:n). Remark 2. In our most important examples (see Remark 3) the coefficients aij (v ) and vi(v ) are singular at the origin so that one should not replace (V) by the simpler condition aij('), bi(')e C~(Rd).
In Remark 6, Sect. 4, we shall discuss a replacement for the condition d > 3 and aij(.), b~(') e C~°(Re\ {0} ). We shall also give some sufficient conditions for (2.6) . For the definition of the spaces C([0, oo);Rd), O([0, oo);R e) and weak convergence on these spaces see [12] and [13] . Remark 3. Note that under R the process {X(t), Y(t)}te o of the corollary is a singular diffusion; the Y-part has zero diffusion coefficients. By itself the Y-part is not Markovian, let alone a diffusion.
Proof of Theorem
The basic outline of the proofis the same as for Theorem 3 of [6] . We first introduce a truncated process (in step (i)). The truncation will be removed only in the last step. The second step proves the basic mixing lemma which is used in step (iii) to show tightness of the family of measures (indexed by e) induced by the truncated processes. The remaining steps identify the limit process as the solution of a certain martingle problem.
Step (i)
In contrast to [6] we need here not one, but several cutoff functions. These will depend on parameters t/, 3, M, N, which remain fixed until step (v). We shall not exhibit these parameters explicitly in the notation before step (v); it is understood, though, that all constants C below may depend on these parameters, the dimension, d, and the length of the time interval, T, but not on e.
As will become apparent it is best to define the cutoff functions as nonanticipatory functionals which depend in addition on a variable which ranges over [R d. 
To prevent the S path at any given time to come too close to a value taken on before another cutoff function is needed. It will be seen in step (ii) how this guarantees a certain amount of independence between the present and the "distant past" for the truncated process, and thereby allows us to prove the mixing lemma. We construct a function q5 k :D x Nd ~ [0, 1] which is smooth in its second argument, uniformly in the first argument and k. The principal requirement for ~k ifk > 1 is that for fixed X(.)~D, 
Lastly, we set
and we define our truncated process u(-), z(') as the solution of
As in [-6] this means that z and w are continuous functions which satisfy
Note that G is continuously differentiable in its last two arguments and for ktl < t < (k + 1)~/depends on w(') only through the values ofw(u) on u < kr#. In particular, for t < q, G does not depend on its second argument and (3.9) has w.p. 1 a unique solution on t < rl by the argument of step (ii) of [6] . Once a solution has been found for t < kt/, the dependence of G on its second argument is determined up to time (k + 1)~7 and by step (ii) of [6] one then obtains w.p. 1 a unique solution for t < (k + 1)17.
Of course w(') and z(') depend on ~. When necessary we shall indicate this by writing w*(t) and z"(t). 
G(t, w, z) = G(t, w(" ), w, z)
for w, z e R e and w(') the solution of (3.8) . Similarly ~(t, w) = ~(t, w(.), w), @(t, z) = ~(t, w(.), z).
Before turning to the proof of tightness of the family of measures {R~( ):0 < e < 1} we need some simple observations. First, G(t,w,z) is constant in t over each of the intervals [kr/, (k + 1)t#). Second, for every T there exists a constant C 1 = CI(T, M, r#, 3) such that (3.10) for all X e D , w, z e N d, 0 < t -< T, 0 < e < 1 and [fi[ < 1. Formula (3.:10) is obvious for 7 s from (3.3); for ~b it follows from (3.5) and (3.6). Indeed, for ks7 < t < (k + 1)t#,
Lastly, for any z of the form z(~) + w(~), 4~(t, z) does not depend explicitly on e, but only through {w(u):0 -<u < 3 v((k -l)t/)+}, when ktl < t < ( k + t)1.
Indeed for such t, the above z and u < ((k -1)r/) + for some 0 < s, t < T ; < C2~ s = = ) = (3.14)
Proof. Formulas (3.11) and (3.12) are easily proved by induction on k. If they hold at t = kt/, then they must hold up till (k + 1)q because 'P(t, w(t)) vanishes as soon as (3.11) or (3.12) fails. Formula (3.13) is immediate from (3.9) and (3.11). Lastly, for (3.14) observe that I ~ wOO)d).
-!G0. z@, (by (II) and (IV)). Thus, the left-hand side of (3.14) is at most
Step (ii) This is devoted to the fundamental mixing Lemma 4 and some of its consequences. The preparatory Lemma 3 gives a bound for expectations along the path of z which will be used frequently. Both lemmas rely on the possibility of "predicting" z(a) by the linear function z(~)+ ( ( a -~)/~2)w(~), which depends only on the path up until time 3. A crucial role is also played by the measure theoretical Lemma 2 which follows directly from the definition of the mixing coefficient ft.
For convenience we extend the definition of/3 by setting
We also replace fl(') by its left continuous modification. This can always be done without invalidating (III) because/3(-) is nonincreasing. We need a further convention. For 0=(0', O")eRax Ra, Zo F will denote the random field whose value at (z, w) is given by
roF(z, w) = F(z + 0', w + 0")

If h is a function of the F(z,w) which depends only on {F(z,u):zeA, w~R d} and such that h(F) is ~a measurable for some A c R a, then we see immediately that
h(%F) is fqa+0, measurable. In the next lemma we shall take 0 itself also random. Lastly, we set a.e. on the set {X =/= 0}, then
Proof We only prove (3.21). First we change gl, 92 on the set X = 0 such that (3.18) holds everywhere. Since {X = 0} s ~t we can do this in such a way that the modified 9i are still ~v t measurable. Moreover this modification does not affect (3.21). We may also assume p -~c > 0 since we took fl(p) = 2 for p < 0. Now take 0 < z < (p -~:)/2 and let C a , C2,... be a sequence of disjoint cubes whose union is all of Nd and such that diameter (C~) < v. Let
and last,
R = {z(u):u ~ t}.
R is the (random) range of z(') up until time t, and it follows from (3.18) that if ~'1 ~ Ci, then R must be contained in D c Consequently 
E{Xha(z of) } = Z E{Xhl(ro F)I~} = Z E{Xha(zo F)I ~ ;R ~ D~}.
G*(t, w(" ), z, w) = G(t, w(" ), z, w)~(z).
Also, let z*('), w*(') be the solution of
One can obtain z*, w* by the usual iteration procedure, i.e. z*, u* = lira (z ("), u(")),
w(°)(t) -Vo and t
[wl.~(~)d~, z("+ 1)(t) = Y0 + ~-o w ("+ ~)(t) = v o + 1_ ~ 6*(a, w(")('), z(")((r), w(")(cr))da. (3.28) ~o
For fixed z, w and t < q, G*(t, w('), z, w) is clearly N~, measurable and hence by (3.28) so are z(~)(t), u(1)(t). It then follows by induction on n from (3.28) that (z(")(t), w(")(t)) and also z*(t), u*(t) are (¢e, measurable for all t < t/. This remains valid for t = q by continuity and the argument can now be repeated for r/< t < 2t/etc.
It follows that (z*(t), u*(t)) is ~ measurable for all t. However, it is also clear that z*(t), u*(t) coincides with z(t), u(t) for all t < S, where S
p -72~. In particular this holds until the first time z* leaves D~ and
YI[R c DJ = Y*I[R* c D,] (3.29)
where Y* and R* are defined by replacing z(-), w(-) by z*(-), w*(-) in the definition of Y and R. Since the right-hand side of (3.29) is ~E, measurable, this implies (3.26). Now set
F i = {z :d(z, Ci) <= to}
and ~ = the collection of Borel sets of C~ × ~d Then the map from C~ × ~d × into R given by (0, co)~ hl(zoF ) is ~i x ~v~ measurable, because for fixed 0 In addition
whenever A¢~¢~, BeqCF. Let Q be the probability measure on (¢E~,~, which is defined by Q(AB)= P(A)P(B) whenever A~CE~,Be~qF. Q is well defined since ~¢~,~v, is generated by such sets AB. We can then rephrase (3.31) as
[ P ( A B ) -Q(AB)]<= P(A)fl(p -2z -~c). (3.32)
Now let Z be {¢~, measurable and F be ~,uF~ measurable. Following [8] , p. 171 we shall show that (3.32) implies
Indeed it suffices to prove (3.33) if Z and F are of the form
with A k e f~E, and B~ e f#v," But for such Z and F,
The last inequality is just (20.27) on p. 171 of [8] .
We can apply (3.33) to
As a result (recall (3.20))
Taking into account (3.25) we obtain after summation over i
Formula (3.21) follows by taking the limit as 
H(t, z, w) = D e' ~(t, w)Da2fb(t, z)DP~F(z, w)
where D e' involves only w-derivatives and D p2 only z derivatives. D¢G(t, z, w) is a finite sum of such terms, and the same estimates can be used if H = DaF(t, w).
We shall also restrict ourselves to
(r = 16d + 64 again), since (3.37) is immediate from (II) and (IV) for e bounded away from zero (and hence r(s,~,a) bounded above, on account of (3.tl) and (3.39) and 
HA(t, z, w) = D p~ ~(t, w)Da2eb(t, z)KA(z, w), FIA(t, z, w) = H(t, z, w) -HA(t, z, w).
Next we shall replace r(s, 4, ~) by
where z will be chosen later in such a way that (0--I/) + < r <~< a or ( a -1 7 ) + _ < r < a -e 7/4. (3.41) We claim that
Indeed, by (3.9), (3.11) and (3.13),
Therefore, as in (3.15), (3.16)
C6 e-2d-3r(o. _ Z.)2r. To apply (3.21) we need a lower bound for
By definition of ¢, p,>6 = ~,~ -1 on the set {X (= 0}, and we merely have to worry about p". Again by (3.9)
~2 z(4 ^ ~) + ~2 w(4 /, ~) -z(u)
= ~ wOOd2 + (a -~ A z)w(4/x z).
(3.48) U By (3.41), (3.36) and (3.38), ~/x z > ((k -1)7) + so that for ((k -1)7) + < u < ¢ A z, the inner product of (3.48) with %_ ~= I w ( ( k -1)7)I-~w((k-1)7)(Iw(011-'w(0) if k = 0) is by virtue of (3.12) at least
The same estimate holds if (3 A z) is replaced by z. Unfortunately (3.49) does not necessarily hold for 4 < u. This can occur for some (k -1)7 _-< ~ < u < ~ if 4 < z. In that case we can only conclude that the inner product of (3.48) with wk-1 is no less than ( l y l < 1,1wl < 2 M Of course, by Schwarz' inequality we also have
< CsC21/2ASe 4 (by (3.14) and (3.51)).
Combining all these estimates, we finally obtain that the first term on the righthand side of(3.46) is at most Note that the second expression in (3.55) is at most e < q (by virtue of (3.38) and (3.54)) so that the requirement z > (~r-r/) + of (3.4t) is satisfied by (3.55).
If we take into account that a _-< T we immediately see that under (3.54), (3.52) plus (3.53) is bounded by Then (see (3.34) 
We estimate the first term of (3.64); it is easily seen that the same bound applies to the other terms. By using (3.10) and (3.37) twice we see that the first term in (3.64) is at most
From here on the proof is very similar to Lemma 3. We shall apply (3.22). We make the following choices: Moreover, by (3.14) P{Ji=O} <C2 e8, i=1,2. The first term on the right-hand side of (3.67) is at most on account of (3.22), (3.66) and (3.10).
As for the second term in the right-hand side of (3.67) notice that Proof We shall show that the left-hand side of (3.62) is also bounded by ,374, Formula (3.73) then follows by taking the geometric mean of the bounds (3.71) and (3.74). Formula (3.74) is proved in the same way as (3.63). We choose X, 9i, hi and Ji as in Lemma 4 (see (3.65) and the preceding lines) and again we take X = J1 J2" This time we begin the estimate of (3.62) with the term
<= e~:~ { l ~ ?}e~:'{ (a -J,)'} (e{ IH~(~I, L(~I, ~), w(~t))l~}E{ I n~(~=, L(~2, °2), w(:~))l~)) '/" (3.68)
IE{~H~(alL(~I, 0-1), W(;~I)(HA(0-2 ' L(~2, a2), w(}~2))} t = ] E { Xh~ ('co, r)h 2 (zo2F) } [ < [E{Xhl(zeV)h2('cof)} I + e { l~l [ (~-J1) + (1 + J2)]lhl('coF)h2('ca2F)l}
In the present situation
C2(0) = E { h2('coF) } = E { D~F(O)I[ I D~'F(O) I < A] } = E{DP6F(O)I[ID~F(O)I > A] }, because (2.1) implies
E{D~6F(O) } = O.
Thus I v~(0) l = CoA-1
In addition, by (3.12)
-gl 1= IL(¢, °9-L(~, ~,)t = 7[% -q I I w(~)l
Therefore, by (3.24) and the lower bound for P2 A P2 in Lemma 4,
[ E { Xhl ('co,F)h2(zg~F) } t <]E{Xhl('c~f)Uz(ge)}I+2AeE{IX[} fi + \2Ne
[" ~7 2 --0-1 (3.75) (3.76) (3.77)
1)}
The second term on the right-hand side of (3.75) is at most 2 ~/4 t/2 y2~o2 2 C 4 C 2 E {~ f~, as in (3.68), (3.69). We combine this with the estimate for (3.64), and as before we take
There results Step (iii) In this step we prove that the family of measures { R " ( . ) : 0 < e < l } = {R~(';M,N, rl,6):O<e < 1} introduced in step (i) is tight in D.
I E{~HI(al, L(¢, al), w(21))H2(a e, L(~,
As pointed out in step (iii) of [6] it certainly suffices for this to prove
K{~ [ w(u) -w(~)l ~} __< G ~(u -t)E~/*{~ '} (3.81)
For ff ~ measurable and 0 _< t <u-< T. To prove (3.81) it suffices to restrict oneself to kr/< t _< u < (k + 1)t/ (3.82) for some k < T)I. For once (3.81) has been proved for such t, u, then it also holds by continuity for kt/__< t < u < (k + 1)tl, whereas for (k + 1)I/< u < (k + 2)t/, (3.81) (with k replaced by (k + 1)) gives
E((lw(u)-w(k + 1)12 } < C 21(u -( k + 1)t/)E1/4{( ~'}
so that (3.81) under (3.82) for each k < T/tl implies that also for kr/< t =< (k + 1)t/< u < (k + 2)t/,
E{~ tw(u ) -w(t)[2} .Q 2E{~I w(( k + 1)t/) -w(t)12} + 2E{(lw(u)-w((k + 1)r/)12} __< 2C 2 l(u -t)E~/4{~*}.
For t <(k + 1)~/ and u > (k + 2)/ we would have u -t >t/ and then (3.81) is trivial with C21 = 4Mr/-1 since tw(u) -w(t) I < 4M by (3.11). The proof of (3.81) under (3.82) is very similar to step (iii) of [6] . We shall use the summation convention and write
z(a), w(~r) ) for ~z i G(a, z(a), u(a) ) D 2 fi(a,
and similarly for D3j. We take = ~(a) = max {t, a -j/4}.
(3.83)
Then, by (3.9) D3jG,(a , z(a) , w(2)) (wi(2) -w,(t)) t + ~¢,fii(¢, z(¢), w(~)) ] G j(2, z(2), w(,~))d~ =I1 + I 2 '
. [w(u) -w(t) l = ~ ! Gi(a, z(a), w(a))(wi(a ) -wi(t))da 2" = : ~ Gi(a , z(a), w(4)) (wi(~) -wi(t))da ~t u a + -~ .(&r ~ [
In 11 we replace z(o') by L((, a). More precisely, we write (in the notation of (3.34), (3.35))
2" 11 = ~ ! Gi(a, L(~, a), w(4))(w~(~) -w~(t))da
u 1 + -~ da ~ D2jGi(a, r(s, 4, a), w(~)) (wi(~) -wi(t) )
~t 0
(a, L(~, a), w(2) )(w,(2) -wi(t) ) t t + bijGi(a, L(~, ~), w(~,))]Gj(2, z(2), w(2)).
Moreover, by (3.63) and Remark 4 with ~ replaced by
~(wi(;.) -wi(t) )~ ~(~, z(;O, w().) )
we have for fixed i and j and 2 < 4,
I E{~Dafi,(a, L(~, er), w(2))(w~(2) -w,(t))Gj(2, z(2), w(2))} I <= C~E~/~{I~(w,(~) -wi(t))Gj(~, z(~), w(~))l 2}
.
tg 2 + iT" --
(recall that by (3.82) and (3.83) ~ > t > kr/and that (3.76) holds; in the last step we also used (3.59)). The other term in J~ is handled similarly, so that IE{Cj1}] =T_E~/4{C4}Id~Id)~ ~2 + 7 t t %
< C22E"{~4}(u -t) T + 1 7(t)dt + T~-27(e -1/4)
0 < C23E1/4{¢ 4} (u -t) (see (3.83) and (3.71)). As in (3.43)
2 .
(K1 = T£ ~ dcrD,jGi(a, L(~, a), w(~) )(wi(~) -wi(t) ) t a 3. " ~ d2 ~ dpG j(p, z(p), w(p) )~.
Again by (3.63) and Remark 4, this time with ( replaced by
(Gj(p, z(p), w(p) )(wi(~ ) -wi(t) )
we find IE{~K~)I-<_~-~E*'{~*)~d~Sa~4dp~ ~ +-~ -~-
= 2C~6Ea/4{(4}Sda[dpe-4(a--p e 2 + ),
t 4,
< C=3E~/g{(a}(u -t) (again use (3.83) and (3.71)).
Finally ~K 2 can be estimated directly by (3.11), Holder's inequality, (3.60), Lemma 3 and (3.83), The first part of (I z can again be estimated by (3.63) (compare (J~) whereas the second integral is at most
<= C~d:~E~/q~ ~} (u -t),
on account of (3.37), (3.60) and (3.83) . This completes the proof of (3.6t) and hence the tightness of {R e :0 < e < 1}.
Step (iv)
It follows from step (iii) that any sequence e. ~ 0 can be refined such that as n ~ oe for all quadruples of integers M, N, p, q > 1, with R(" ;M, N, l/p, 1/q) some probability measure on D. We denote by X(t) the t-coordinate function on D, and the corresponding a-fields of subsets of D are given by J¢/~ = a-field generated by {X t : u -< t -< v}.
The first step towards proving the convergence of Q~ will be to show that t 
f (Xt) -S (IjU'N'P'qf)(a, X)da
T ,(t, X) =-TM,'N'P(t, X) = T(t, X, X(t))
where T is as in 
q~, (t, w(" ) ) = ~(t, w(. ), z(t) ).
(3.86)
Further we define for yen a the following coefficients:
Finally, 
(LU'N'v'qf)(a, X) = }P ,(a, X)q)2,(a, X) ~ ~ 7*,(a, X)aij(X(a) ) ~.ov f(X(a) ) i,j
~ j + ~"b~'N'P(a' X' X(a)) c~v~f
f (w"(u) ) -f (w"(t) ) ]~(w~"(. ) ) } n~o o (3.88) for t < u and ((X(.)) a bounded continuous function of X(tt),X(t2),...,X(tm)
for any 0 < t 1 < t 2 < ... < t m < t. It is clear that it suffices to prove (3.88) for kt/< t -< u < (k + 1),/for some k. Indeed, if it is true for such pairs t, u, then by continuity it also holds for kt/_< t -< u < (k + 1)t/ and the general case can then be obtained by iteration. E.g. if kl/< t < (k + 1)t/= u < (k + 2)t/we merely have to write the left-hand side of (3.88) as
lim E{ [f(w(u) ) -f(w(k + 1)t/)]~} + lim E{f(w((k + 1)/) -f(w(t))]~}
and to apply (3.88) to each of these limits separately.
From now on we assume kt/< t -< u < (k + 1)7. As in [6] we rewrite the left-hand side of (3.88) by means of (3.9):
[f(w(u)) -f(w(t)) ]
~" t OWl
1" ~f OW i
. ~ 1 ~da~d2|~_Z__~__(w(~.))G,(a, z(a), w(2) ) + e£ t ¢ Iowjowi We shall only analyze 11 . I 2 can be handled in the same way. As in the previous step we start with replacing z(a) by L(4, a), i.e., we rewrite 11 as 'iJ 
F Ozr
-(w(4))Gi(a, L(4, a), w(~))da ~" t wi
By Holder's inequality and Lemma 3,
=o(1) a s e ; 0 .
Similarly we may in L, replace Gj(p, z(p), w(~)) by Gj(p, L(~, p), w(~)). So far we have shown
We now apply (for the first time) Lemma 5. We obtain with (we still use the summarion conventions)
V,(y, wl ,z, w2) = E {Fj(y, w l )~ Fi(z, w2) },
The last error term is again o(1) by (3.71) and (3.89). Also, by (3.10), (3.79) and (3.77)
< 2 f / a --p \ ) 1i2
OZj and this term too can be dropped. This almost gives us the required form. We still observe that for kr/< t < ¢ < p _< a _< u < (k + 1)q 7'(p, w(¢)) = ~e(o, w(¢)) = ~'(C w(~)).
Similarly, by (3.10) and (3.11),
and the same inequality holds when p is replaced by a throughout. From these observations, (3.79) and (3.10) we see that
Last, if we take into account the stationarity of F (see (II)),
= ~cu(~, w('), w(~)) + o(1) (by (3.89), (3.57) and (3.11)).
w(O).
t ~ wi i
The last equality results merely from the fact that o-= ~ + e 15/8 except on an interval of length e 15/8. Finally, we view w(') as an element of D. Then the expectation in the last integral can be written as an integral over D with respect to the measure R~( • ;M, N, lip, 1/q) and integrand
(This is where we use (3.86)). As observed already in [6] it follows from (3.81) and ( 
which is one of the terms of the right-hand side of (3.88). The other terms come from E{U2}. This proves the claimed martingale property for (3.85).
Step (v)
We complete the proof of our theorem in this step by removing the truncations in N, q, 6 and M (in this order). It is convenient to return first to the space C = C([0, oo);~d). We assumed that the convergence in From now on we can assume (3.91) and all further manipulations take place on C. With a slight abuse of notation we also use X t for the t-coordinate function on C and ~/g~ for a{ X t :u <-t < v}. Formula (3.85) still is an (R (" ;m, N, 1/p, 1/q We claim that this implies
QU(B) = Q(B) = R(B ;M, N, p, q) whenever
BeJg°v'MN ,; By the uniqueness theorem 6.2 of [16] such a # is unique. Thus all three choices for ~ give rise to the same # which implies (3.94). We apply (3.94) to
B = B(M, N, p, q) = {S(N, p) A U(p, q) <= T(M) A t}
for fixed t. This gives M, N, p, q) ). 
R(B(M, N, p, q) ;M, N, p, q) = Q(B(
<= E M's'p'q{ f ( X ( ' ) ) ; V ( X ;M, N, p, q) > t} = ~f ( X ( ' ) ) I [ V ( X ;M, N, p, q) > t]dQ.
Moreover, by our choice of N, p, q, the last member here differs from M -1, N -1, p, q -1) ) < c~.
~f ( X ( ' ) ) I [ T ( X , M) > t]dO
Since e is arbitrary these estimates show that for each M, t, and this can be made as small as desired by taking M large, on account of assumption (2.6) and the boundedness of a~j(') and bi(" ) away from the origin (see [15] , formula (2.
1)). Thus lira supE{f(v~n(.))} < ~f(X(.))dQ. n~ oo
Since any sequence e --* 0 contains a subsequence to which this applies we have proved
As shown in [8] , p. 13, and [6] , Sect. 3, Step (vi), this implies that the measures induced by v~(') on C converge weakly to Q on C. The proof is complete.
Properties of Diffusions and Examples
We begin this section with Lemma 6 which immediately implies the relation (3.96) which we needed in Step (iv) of Sect. 3. The proof of this lemma is entirely independent of Sect. 3. where the smoothness of the a,~ and b~ and the strict positive definiteness of a~ played a role was in the proof of (3.94), and more precisely for the uniqueness of the measure # in that proof. For this uniqueness we only need (aij (')) is nonnegative definite and twice continuously differentiable on ~\{0} ; (4.3) (see [17] , Theorem 2.3 and Remark 2.1; note that the b~(v) of (2.4) is uniformly Lipschitz continuous and bounded on any set {vs Nd :t Vt => 5}, 5 > 0, by (II)-(IV)). The stronger requirement (4.1) and the requirement d > 3 are used only to prove Lemma 6. Therefore, our theorem and corollary will remain valid in any dimension if in (V) we only require (4.3) of the coefficients and (2.6), provided we add (4.2) as a separate hypothesis. Actually, it is likely that even for Lemma 6 only a finite number of derivatives of aifl') and hi(') are needed, but we have not pursued this.
The proof of Lemma 6 will come after we discuss a sufficient condition for (2.6), and (III) and explicit examples. Formula (2.6) can often be verified by means of the following criterion of Khasminskii's [18] (see also [9] , Chap. 4.5). (4.12) satisfies the mixing condition (III). Again we can make this into an explicit example. Assume that H ~°) also has the following properties:
Lemma 7. Let ~ and V t be as in ( V). For v # 0 and F = ( F ~ i) a nonsingular (constant) d × d matrix define (F t= transpose of F) A(v)= A(v,F)= ~(Fa
The joint distribution of H¢°)(xl) and H¢°)(x2) is the same as that of H~°) (Oxl) and H¢°)(Ox2) for any xl , x z e R ~ and orthogonal matrix O. 
E{H¢°)(x)} = O, x e~ d
Then our Theorem and Corollary apply if we take d > 3 and
In this case (see [9] , p. 61). We now show that -~/ & + G* is hypoelliptic by means of H6rmander's theorem 1.1 in [19] . For this purpose let (ci~(v)) be the positive symmetric C ~ square root of aij(v) (see [9] , p. 83) and define the linear differential 
K = -2~7 + G~,= + Gw,y
One shows as above that K is hypoelliptic which gives the desired conclusion. We need only a very weak consequence of the existence of a smooth density u. This is that for every M, 0 < r/< T, 2 there exists a K = K(M, it, T, ~)< co This ~ is given by (4.6) and (2.6) is again guaranteed by Remark 6.
